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1. INTRODUCTION AND PRELIMINARIES
Let us consider {-periodic evolution equations of the form
dx
dt
=A(t) x+ f (t), x # X, t # R, (1)
dx
dt
=A(t) x, x # X, t # R, (2)
where A( } ) is a {-periodic (unbounded) operator on a Banach space X and
f is an X-valued {-periodic continuous function.
Assume that Eq. (2) is well posed, that is, there exists a {-periodic
evolutionary process (U(t, s)) ts which satisfies, among other things, the
conditions of Definition 1 below. Then the asymptotic behavior of solu-
tions to Eq. (1), such as stability and (almost) periodicity, is of particular
interest, which makes them the subject for numerous researches.
A classical result of the theory of ordinary differential equations says that
if dim X< and there exists a bounded solution to Eq. (1), then there exists
a {-periodic solution to Eq. (1) (for the proof see, e.g., [A, Theorem 20.3]).
This serves as a starting point for many interesting researches. Namely,
Chow and Hale proved the analog of this for functional differential equa-
tions by using their own results on fixed points of affine maps [CH];
Daners and Medina [DM, Theorem 6.11] extended the method used in
[A, Theorem 20.3] to prove the analog for parabolic equations. Recently
Shin and Naito [SN] have extended Chow and Hale’s method to abstract
functional differential equations to prove the analog of the above result for
abstract functional differential equations with infinite delay. In this direc-
tion see also the recent papers [LLL, Mu1, HMY]. We refer the
reader to [HV, HK, La, Li, NM, Pr, SN, Ya, Yo] and the references
therein for results on the existence and uniqueness of {-periodic solutions
to Eq. (1). As there are too large a number of papers dealing with this
subject with diverse methods we cannot add all of them to our list of
references. We hope that the reader can start from the references above to
get more information on the subject.
Though various methods have been used to show the analog of the
above result for various classes of equations, to the best of our knowledge,
there has been no method so far which gives an exact description of the
bounded solutions and the method for computation of the {-periodic solu-
tions under question.
It is the purpose of this paper to make an attempt to fill this gap. In fact,
we will prove a decomposition theorem for bounded uniformly continuous
mild solutions to Eq. (1) which says that every bounded uniformly
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continuous mild solution to Eq. (1) is a sum of a {-periodic mild solution
to Eq. (1) and a quasi periodic mild solution to the corresponding
homogeneous equation (2). As an immediate consequence, it follows that
the existence of a bounded uniformly continuous mild solution yields the
existence of a {-periodic mild solution. Moreover, by the decomposition
theorem a formula for the Fourier coefficients of the {-periodic solution is
given. We should emphasize that in most of the cases frequently met in
applications the uniform continuity follows readily from the boundedness
of mild solutions (see Propositions 2 and 3 and examples for parabolic
equations in Sections 2, 3, and 4 for more information). To our knowledge
the decomposition theorem which is proved in this paper is new in its type,
even for ordinary differential equations; it may have further applications to
the asymptotic behavior of solutions to evolution equations, which will be
discussed in our future investigation.
We now give an outline of our paper. Section 1 gives a short introduc-
tion to the matter studied in the paper and some basic properties of the
spectral theory of functions. In Section 2 the decomposition theorem and
its corollary are presented. Proposition 2 shows that the uniform continuity
follows readily from boundedness in many cases frequently met in applica-
tions. Section 3 is devoted to abstract functional differential equations of
the form
dx
dt
=Ax+F(t) xt+ f (t),
where A generates a compact C0 -semigroup, F( } ) is {-periodic in t, con-
tinuous, and linear and f is {-periodic, xt (%)=x(t+%), % # [&r, 0] for a
given positive r. In this case, uniform continuity follows from boundedness
(Proposition 3) and all results from Section 2 can be extended to this case
(Theorem 2 and Corollary 2). In Section 4 we consider parabolic equa-
tions. For this kind of equations, uniform continuity follows from the
boundedness and mild solutions are classical ones.
Throughout the paper we will use the following notations: N, Z, R, C
stand for the sets of natural numbers, integers, real numbers, and complex
numbers, respectively, and X will denote a given complex Banach space.
If T is a linear operator on X, then D(T ) stands for its domain. Given
two Banach spaces X and Y, by L(X, Y) we will denote the space of all
bounded linear operators from X to Y. As usual, _(T ), \(T ), and R(*, T )
are the notations for the spectrum, resolvent set, and resolvent of the
operator T. The notations BC(R, X), BUC(R, X), AP(X) will stand for the
spaces of all X-valued bounded and bounded uniformly continuous functions
on R and their subspace of almost periodic (in Bohr’s sense) functions,
respectively.
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In the paper we will use the notion of Carleman spectrum of a bounded
continuous function u on the whole line, denoted by sp(u), consisting of
! # R such that the FourrierCarleman transform of u,
|

0
e&*tu(t) dt, (Re *>0);
u^(*)={ (3)&|
0
e*tu(&t) dt, (Re *<0),
has no holomorphic extension to a neighborhood of i! (see, e.g., [Pr,
pp. 1927]). Basic properties of the spectrum of a function and their rela-
tion to the behavior of the function are listed below for the reader’s con-
venience.
Proposition 1. Let f, gn # BUC(R, X) such that limn   &gn& f &=0.
Then
(i) sp( f ) is closed,
(ii) sp( f ( } +h))=sp( f ),
(iii) If : # C"[0], then sp(:f )=sp( f ),
(iv) If sp(gn)/4 for all n # N, then sp( f )/4 ,
(v) sp(+ f )/sp( f ) _ sp(), \ # BC(R, X),
(vi) If u is uniformly continuous, sp(u) is countable, and X does not
contains any subspace which is isomorphic to the space of sequences c0 , then
u is almost periodic,
(vii) If u is uniformly continuous and, sp(u) is discrete, then u is
almost periodic.
Proof. For the proof we refer the reader to [Pr, Proposition 0.4, p. 20,
Theorem 0.8, p. 21, [AS; LZ, Chap. 6]. K
If u is an almost periodic function, then sp(u) is the closure of the Bohr
spectrum of u, i.e., the set of all real numbers * such that the following limit
exists:
lim
T  
1
2T |
T
&T
e&i*!u(!) d!.
As is known, for an almost periodic function u, there are at most countably
such real numbers * (see, e.g., [AP, LZ]).
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2. PERIODIC EVOLUTION EQUATIONS
In this section we will deal with mild solutions to the inhomogeneous
integral linear equations which arise from Eq. (1). The following notation
will be used throughout the paper:
Definition 1. A family of bounded linear operators (U(t, s))ts
(t, s # R) from a Banach space X to itself is called a {-periodic strongly con-
tinuous evolutionary process if the following conditions are satisfied:
(i) U(t, t)=I for all t # R,
(ii) U(t, s) U(s, r)=U(t, r) for all tsr,
(iii) The map (t, s) [ U(t, s) x is continuous for every fixed x # X,
(iv) U(t+{, s+{)=U(t, s) for all ts,
(v) &U(t, s)&<Ne|(t&s) for some positive N, | independent of ts.
We say that u is a mild solution to Eq. (1) on R if and only if
u(t)=U(t, s) u(s)+|
t
s
U(t, !) f (!) d!, \ts. (4)
As a standing hypothesis in this section we assume that the monodromy
operator which, by definition, is P :=U({, 0) is compact. In the sequel
we call *k , k = 1, ..., N, basic oscillatory exponents of Eq. (2) if
0<*1< } } } <*N<2?{ and [ei*k{, k=1, ..., N]=[_(P)"[1]] & S 1, where
S1 is the unit circle, i.e., S 1 :=[ei’, ’ # R]. In this section we will use the
abbreviation U(t)=U(t+{, t), \t # R. From time to time we may also call
U(t) a monodromy operator by abuse of terminology and especially by the
fact that _(P)"[0]=_(U(t))"[0], \t # R (see [He, Lemma 7.2.2, p. 197]).
2.1. Formulation of the Decomposition Theorem and Its Consequences
This section is aimed at proving the following theorem which gives an
exact description of bounded uniformly continuous mild solutions to
Eq. (1) modulo a {-periodic function:
Theorem 1. Let u(}) be a bounded uniformly continuous mild solution to
Eq. (1). Then it is of the form
u(t)=u0 (t)+ :
N
k=1
ei*ktuk (t), (5)
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where u0 is a bounded uniformly continuous mild {-periodic solution to the
inhomogeneous equation (1), uk , k=1, ..., N, are {-periodic solutions to
Eq. (1) with f = &i*kuk , respectively, v(t)=Nk=1 e
i*ktuk (t) is a quasi peri-
odic mild solution to the homogeneous equation (2), and *1 , ..., *N are the
basic oscillatory exponents of Eq. (2).
From Theorem 1 in particular follows
Corollary 1. Equation (1) has a bounded uniformly continuous
{-periodic mild solution if and only if it has a bounded uniformly continuous
mild solution. Moreover, if u is a bounded uniformly continuous mild solution
to Eq. (1), then the two-sided sequence
ak= lim
T  
1
2T |
T
&T
e&(2ik?{) !u(!) d!, k # Z (6)
determines the Fourier coefficients of a {-periodic mild solution to Eq. (1).
Proof. The corollary is an immediate consequence of Theorem 1 and
the general theory of almost periodic functions (see, e.g., [AP, LZ]). K
The first assertion of Corollary 1 is a generalization of a well-known
result from ordinary differential equations (see [A, Theorem 20.3]). This
result has been generalized to functional differential equations in [CH]
and to parabolic equations in [DM, Theorem 6.11, p. 81] by the
Fredholm operator method. Recently, it was generalized to abstract func-
tional differential equations in [SN] with infinite delay. In the next
section we will discuss the analog of Theorem 1 for abstract functional
differential equations with finite delay.
2.2. Proof of the Decomposition Theorem
The proof of Theorem 1 will be based on the following lemmas:
Lemma 1. Let w’ # BUC(R, X), \’ # Y, where Y is a (metric) subspace
of R, such that
w’ (t)= :
m
j=0
ei*jtw’, j (t), (7)
where 0*0<*1< } } } <*m<2?{ and w’, j are {-periodic continuous
functions. Moreover, let lim’  ’0 w’=0 in BUC(R, X). Then for every
j=0, 1, ..., m, lim’  ’0 w’, j=0 in BUC(R, X).
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Proof. Without loss of generality we can assume that *0=0. Now we
are going to prove the lemma by induction. If m=0, then the lemma is
obvious. Suppose that the lemma holds true for m= p&1. Now set
v’ (t) :=w’ (t)&w’ (t&{)
=_w’, 0 (t)+ :
p
k=1
ei*ktw’, k (t)&&_w’, 0 (t&{)+ :
p
k=1
ei*k(t&{)w’, k (t&{)&.
Since w’, j (t) is {-periodic, we have
v’ (t)= :
p
k=1
ei*kt (1&e&i{*k) w’, k (t)
= :
p
k=1
ei*ktv’, k (t), (8)
where v’, k (t) :=(1&e&i{*k) w’, k (t). By the induction assumption from this
expression it follows that v’, k (t), k=1, ..., p, converge to zero uniformly in t.
So do w’, k (t), k=1, ..., p, and w’, 0 (t). K
We now recall that for periodic evolutionary processes with compact
monodromy operator there always exist partial Floquet representations.
This was first discussed in [Ha, Chap. 8] for functional differential equa-
tions, and then in [He, pp. 190198] (see also [DM, Chap. 2]) for
parabolic equations. For the reader’s convenience we recall here the main
idea of this representation which will play a particular role in our construc-
tion. Let us denote
_1=[* # _(P) : |*|1].
Thus, _1 is finite. As is known, there exists a partial Floquet representation
for the evolutionary process (U(t, s))ts (see, e.g., [He, pp. 198200]). We
now make it more clear. Put
E1 (t)=|
#
R(*, U(t)) d*,
where # is a contour disjoint from _(P(t)) (which, excluding the point 0, is
independent of t) enclosing _1 and excluding _2 :=_(P)"_1 . Then E1 (t) is
a projection. Setting Im E1 (t) :=X1 (t) we have U(s0) |X1 (s0)=e
{C , where
C :=
1
2?i{ |# (*&U(s0) |X1 (s0))
&1 log * d*.
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Also
E1 (t) U(t, s)=U(t, s) E1 (s), \ts.
Define for ts0
P(t) :=U(t, s0) |X1(s0) e
&C(t&s0)
Then P(t+{) = P(t). Moreover, setting u1 (t) := E1 (t) u(t), u2 (t) =
E2 (t) u(t), where E2 (t)=I&E1 (t) and u(t) is a mild solution we have the
equation
u1 (t)=P(t) e{CP&1(t&{) u1 (t&{)+E1 (t) |
t
t&{
U(t, !) f (!) d!,
(9)
u2 (t)=E2 (t) U(t, s) u2 (s)+E2 (t) |
t
s
U(t, !) f (!) d!, \ts.
Moreover, there are positive constants M, | such that
&E2 (t) U(t, s) E2 (s)&Me&(t&s) | , \ts. (10)
Hence by the transformation
Q(t)=P&1 (t) E1 (t)+E2 (t) (11)
with the property that (t, x) [ Q(t) x is continuous, and {-periodic in t and
supt &Q(t)&<, from the above system of equations we have
v1 (t)=Bv1 (t&{)+F1 (t),
v2 (t)=B(t) v2 (t&{)+F2 (t),
(12)
where B=e{C , B(t)=E2 (t) U(t, t&{) E2 (t&{), v(t)=Q(t) u(t)=v1 (t)+
v2 (t), v1 (t) # X1 (t), v2 (t) # X2 (t)=Im(I&E1 (t)). Below we will seperately
deal with the equations in the system (12).
Lemma 2. Assume that B(t) satisfies the following conditions: (t, x) [
B(t) x is continuous, B(t+{)=B(t) \t, and supt &B(t)&<1. Then for every
{-periodic continuous function g the functional equation
x(t)=B(t) x(t&|)+ g(t), \t # R, (13)
where | is some fixed real number, has a unique bounded continuous solution.
Moreover, this solution is {-periodic.
Proof. Define the operator
Tv(t) :=B(t) v(t&|), v # BC(R, X), \t, (14)
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where | is the fixed real number. Then T is a well-defined operator in
BC(R, X). The operator Gv :=Tv+ g, \v # BC(R, X) is a strict contraction
in BC(R, X). Hence, it has a unique fixed point v0 which solves Eq. (13).
Moreover,
v0= lim
n  
Gng.
As for every n Gng is {-periodic, so is v0 . K
Lemma 3. Let f be {-periodic and continuous, and let u be a bounded
uniformly continuous solution to the functional equation
u(t)=Bu(t&{)+ f (t), \t. (15)
Then
ei{ sp(u)/[1] _ (_(B) & S 1). (16)
Proof. Taking the Carleman transform of u we have
|

0
e&*tu(t) dt, (Re *>0);
u^(*)={ (17)&| 
0
e*tu(&t) dt, (Re *<0).
Since u(t)=Bu(t&{)+ f (t), we have
|

0
e&*tBu(t&{) dt, (Re *>0);
u^(*)={ + f (*)&| 
0
e*tBu(&t&{) dt, (Re *<0)
e&*{B |

&{
e&*tu(t) dt, (Re *>0);
={ + f (*)&e&*{B | 
{
e*tu(&t) dt, (Re *<0)
=e&*{Bu^(*)+,(*)+ f (*),
where ,(*) :=e&*{B 0&{ e
&*!u(!) d!. It may be noted that ,(*) is a
holomorphic function at any point * # iR and
(e*{&B) u^(*)=e*{,(*)+e*{f (*).
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Since f is {-periodic, if ‘  (2?{)Z, f (*) is holomorphic at i‘. On the other
hand, for ‘ such that ei‘{ # \(B), R(e*{ , B) is holomorphic with respect to
* at i‘. Thus, u^(*) has a holomorphic extension at i‘ provided that
ei‘{{1, ei‘{ # \(B). Hence, by definition we have
ei{ sp(u)/[1] _ (_(B) & S1). K
In connection with Eq. (2) we consider the so-called evolutionary semi-
group (T h)h0 in AP(X) which is defined by the formula
T hv(t)=U(t, t&h) v(t&h), \v # AP(X), t # R, h0. (18)
Lemma 4. Let (U(t, s))ts be a {-periodic strongly continuous evolution-
ary process. Then its associated evolutionary semigroup (T h)h0 is strongly
continuous in AP(X). Moreover, the infinitesimal generator of (T h)h0 is the
operator &L defined as follows: u # D(L) and Lu= f if and only if
u, f # AP(X) and u is the solution to Eq. (4).
Proof. For the proof see [NM, Lemma 2]. K
Proof of Theorem 1. First, by Lemmas 2 and 3, the spectrum of v of the
system (12) is discrete. In fact, from the definition
sp(v)/sp(v1) _ sp(v2).
Since v1 is {-periodic, sp(v1)/(2?{) Z. Combining this and Lemma 3 we
see that
sp(v)/(2?{) Z _ (*1+2?{) Z _ } } } (*N+2?{) Z.
Hence, by Proposition 1 it is almost periodic. Moreover, by the
Approximation Theorem [LZ, Chap. 2] there is a sequence of trigono-
metric polynomials
v(n) (t)=vn, 0 (t)+ :
N
k=1
ei*ktvn, k (t), (19)
where vn, k (t), k=0, ..., N, are {-periodic and continuous, which converges
to v uniformly in t # R. (Note that N is independent of n.) By Lemma 1 and
the Cauchy criterion for convergence it is seen that vn, k (t), k=0, ..., N, con-
verge to the {-periodic continuous functions vk (t), k=0, 1, ..., N, uniformly
in t, respectively. Hence, we have proved that v has the form
v(t)=v0 (t)+ :
N
k=1
ei*ktvk (t), (20)
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where vk (t), k=0, 1, ..., N, are {-periodic continuous functions. Since
u(t)=Q&1 (t) v(t), where Q&1 (t) is strongly continuous and {-periodic,
determined from (11), u is also of the form
u(t)=u0 (t)+ :
N
k=1
ei*ktuk (t). (21)
We now show that u0 is a {-periodic mild solution to the inhomogeneous
equation (1) and u&u0 are {-periodic mild solution to the homogeneous
equation (2). To this end, equivalently, we will show that Lu0= f,
L(u&u0)=0. In turn, by Lemma 4 this is equivalent to showing that
lim
h  0+
T hu0&u0
h
=&f (22)
lim
h  0+
T h (u&u0)&(u&u0)
h
=0. (23)
Set wh=(T hu&u)h. Then applying Lemma 4, since u is an almost periodic
solution of Eq. (4) u # D(L) and
lim
h  0+
wh=&Lu.
On the other hand, setting wk (t) :=ei*ktuk (t) we have
wk (t)&T hwk (t)
h
=e i*kt
uk (t)&U(t, t&h) uk (t&h)
h
+ei*kt
1&e&i*kh
h
U(t, t&h) uk (t&h), \t. (24)
Note that since uk is {-periodic and (U(t, s))ts is {-periodic and strongly
continuous
vh, k (t) :=
1&e&i*kh
h
U(t, t&h) uk (t&h)
converges uniformly in t to i*kuk (t) as h  0+ . We have
wh=wh, 0+ :
N
k=1
e i*ktwh, k ,
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where
wh, 0=(T hu0&u0)h; wh, k=(T huk&uk)h+vh, k ;
vh, k (t)=
e&i*kh&1
h
U(t, t&h) uk (t&h), \t.
In view of Lemma 1, there exists limh  0+ wh, k , \k. Thus, the existence of
limh  0+ vh, k implies that of (T huk&uk)h, \k. Consequently, we have
wk , uk # D(L), \k and
Lwk (t)=ei*kt (Luk (t)+i*kuk (t)), \k=1, ..., N. (25)
Since Luk and uk are {-periodic we have
Lu(t)=Lu0 (t)+ :
N
k=1
ei*ktvk (t), \t # R,
where vk (t)=i*kuk (t)+Luk (t). Hence in view of Lemma 1, Lu0= f and
L Nk=1 e
i*ktvk (t)=0. This completes the proof of the theorem. K
2.3. When Does Boundedness Yield Uniform Continuity?
It turns out that in many cases the uniform continuity follows from the
boundedness of the solutions under consideration. Below we will discuss
some particular cases frequently met in applications in which boundedness
implies already uniform continuity.
Definition 9. The {-periodic strongly continuous evolutionary process
(U(t, s))ts is said to satisfy condition C if the (monodromy) operators
P(t) :=U(t, t&{) is norm continuous with respect to t.
Examples. In the autonomous case, when U(t, s)=T(t&s) for a com-
pact C0 -semigroup (T(t))t0 , condition C is satisfied. Moreover, it can be
checked easily that the perturbed equation
x(t)=T(t&s) x(s)+|
t
s
T(t&!) B(!) x(!) d!, \ts, (26)
where t [ B(t) # L(X) is {-periodic and continuous, determines a process
satisfying condition C (see also Proposition 3 and Section 3 for parabolic
equations which also satisfies condition C).
Proposition 2. Let the {-periodic strongly continuous evolutionary
process (U(t, s))ts satisfy condition C and for every t the operator
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P(t) :=U(t, t&{) is compact. Then if u is a bounded mild solution to Eq. (4)
on the whole line, it is uniformly continuous.
Proof. For the sake of simplicity we assume that {=1. We consider the
difference
u(t$)&u(t)=U(t$, t&1) u(t&1)&U(t, t&1) u(t&1)+
+|
t$
t&1
U(t$, !) f (!) d!&|
t
t&1
U(t, !) f (!) d!. (27)
We now show that
lim
|t$&t|  0
&U(t$, t&1)&U(t, t&1)&=0. (28)
To this end, let us denote by B the unit ball of X. Then the set
K=[P(t) x, t # X, x # B] is precompact. In fact, let =>0. Then by condi-
tion C and the {-periodicity of P(t) there are 0<t1< } } } <tn<1 such that
&P(t+ti)&P(t+!)&<=2, \! # [t+ti&1 , t+ti]. (29)
Since for every ti the operator P(ti) B is precompact, there exists
[x i1 , x
i
2 , ..., x
i
k(i)]/B such that if x # B then
&P(ti) x ij&P(ti) x&<=2, (30)
for some x ij . Now let y=P(’) x for some ’ # R, x # B. Then by the {-peri-
odicity of P(t) we can assume ’ # [0, 1] and ’ # [ti&1 , t i] for some i. From
(29), (30) it follows that y is contained in the ball centered at P(ti) x ij with
radius =. This shows that K is precompact. Thus, (28) follows from
lim
t$&t  0+
sup
x # K
&U(t$&t, 0) x&x&=0. (31)
In turn, (31) follows from the precompactness of K and the strong con-
tinuity of the evolutionary process (U(t, s))ts . On the other hand, we
have
|
t$
t&1
U(t$, !) f (!) d!&|
t
t&1
U(t, !) f (!) d!
=_U(t$, t) |
t
t&1
U(t, !) f (!) d!&|
t
t&1
U(t, !) f (!) d!&
+|
t$
t
U(t$, !) f (!) d!. (32)
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By the 1-periodicity of (U(t, s))ts and f it may be seen that tt&1 U(t, !)
f (!) d! is 1-periodic with respect to t. Hence its range is precompact. As
above, we see that
lim
t$&t  0+ _U(t$, t)|
t
t&1
U(t, !) f (!) d!&|
t
t&1
U(t, !) f (!) d!&=0
uniformly in t. This and the fact that
lim
t$&t  0+ |
t$
t
U(t$, !) f (!) d!=0,
imply that
lim
t$&t  0+
&u(t$)&u(t)&=0. K
Remarks. It is interesting to study the question of how many {-periodic
solutions Eq. (1) may have. This depends on the space of {-periodic mild
solutions of the homogeneous equation. A moment of reflection shows that
if v( } ) is a {-periodic mild solution to the homogeneous equation (2), then
v(0) is a solution to the equation
y&Py=0, y # X
where P is the monodromy operator of the process (U(t, s))ts . Hence, if
P is compact, then v(0) belongs to a finite dimensional subspace of X. That
is the possible {-periodic mild solutions to Eq. (1) forms a finite dimen-
sional subspace. Note that in [NM] we have shown that it is necessary
and sufficient for Eq. (1) (without the compactness assumption) to have a
unique {-periodic solution that the unity belongs to the resolvent set of the
monodromy operator P.
3. PARTIAL FUNCTIONAL DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS
In this section we will prove the analog of Theorem 1 for the functional
differential equation
dx
dt
=Ax+F(t) xt+ f (t), t # R, (33)
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where A is the generator of a compact C0 -semigroup, F(t) # L(C, X) is
{-periodic and continuous with respect to t, and f is continuous and
{-periodic. As usual, we denote C :=C([&r, 0], X), where r>0 is a given
real number. If u : [s, s+:) [ X, :>r we denote xt (%) = x(t+%),
% # [&r, 0], t # [s+r, s+:&r).
We say that u is a mild solution to Eq. (33) on [s, +) if there is a , # C
such that
u(t)=T(t&s) ,(0)+|
t
s
T(t&!)[F(!) u!+ f (!)] d!, \ts. (34)
u is said to be a mild solution on the whole line if instead of an arbitrary ,
in Eq. (34) one takes us for every s # R. Under the above assumption, for
every s # R, , # C, there exists a unique mild solution u(t) to Eq. (34)
on [0, ). And, by definition, the map taking , # C into ut # C (denoted
by V(t, s) ,) in the case f =0 is called the solution operator of the
homogeneous equation associated with Eq. (34). From [TW, Proposition
2.1] it may be noted that (V(t, s))ts is a {-periodic strongly continuous
evolutionary process on C. For the sake of simplicity we assume that {>r.
Thus the monodromy operator V({, 0) is compact [TW, Proposition 2.4].
This will suggests us to generalize the result obtained in the previous
section to Eq. (33).
Now suppose that we have the variation-of-constants formula (for the
proof see [Wu, p. 116] for the autonomous case)
u(t)=[V(t, s) ,](0)+|
t
s
[V(t, !) X0 f (!)](0) d!,
(35)
u0=,,
for Eq. (33) where X0 : [&r, 0] [ L(X) is given by X0 (%)=0 &r%<0
and X0 (0)=I.
Hence from the {-periodicity of the process (V(t, s))ts and f we can
write
ut=V(t, t&{) ut&{+ gt , (36)
where gt is {-periodic and independent of u. Unfortunately, the validity of
the variation-of-constants formula (35) is not clear (at least to us).
However, we can show that the representation (36) holds true. In fact, we
now show that
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u(t+%)&[V(t, t&{) ut&{](%)
=|
t+%
t&{
T(t+%&!) F(!)[u!&V(!, t&{) ut&{] d!+
+|
t+%
t&{
T(t+%&!) f (!) d!, % # [&r, 0], (37)
defines a {-periodic function in C which is nothing but gt . In turn, this
follows immediately from the existence and uniqueness of solutions as
shown in [TW, Proposition 2.1] and the {-periodicity of F, f. Hence in
(36) gt is a {-periodic function which depends only on (T(t))t0 , F( } ), f ( } ).
Actually, gt is the solution of (34) with initial value 0.
Thus we can apply the proof of the previous section to show that
ut=u0 (t)+ :
M
k=1
ei*ktuk (t),
where uj : R [ C are {-periodic and continuous for all j=0, 1, ..., M, and M
is the number of basic oscillatory exponents of the process (V(t, s))ts .
Hence
u(t)=ut (0)=u0 (t)(0)+ :
M
k=1
ei*ktuk (t)(0), \t.
Finally we arrive at
u(t)=u0 (t)+ :
M
k=1
ei*ktuk (t), \t,
where uk (t) :=uk (t)(0) \k=0, 1, ..., M. We now check that u0 is a {-peri-
odic mild solution to the inhomogeneous equation (33) and Mk=1 e
i*ktuk is
a quasi periodic mild solution to its homogeneous equation. In fact, to
prove it we again use Lemma 4 to show that
Lu0=Fu0+ f,
where Fw(t)=F(t) wt . This can be done in the same manner as in the
previous section.
Theorem 2. Let u be a bounded mild solution to Eq. (33) and p # N such
that ( p&1) {r<p{. Then u can be represented in the form
u(t)=u0 (t)+ :
M
k=1
ei*ktuk (t), \t, (41)
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where u0 is a p{-periodic mild solution to Eq. (33) and Mk=1 e
i*ktuk (t) a
quasi periodic solution to its homogeneous equation.
Proof. If u is uniformly continuous, then the proof can be done identi-
cally as in the previous section. The uniform continuity now follows from
the boundedness as shown in Proposition 3 below. K
Corollary 2. Eq. (33) has a {-periodic mild solution if and only if it has
a bounded mild solution. Moreover, if u is a bounded mild solution to
Eq. (33), then the two-sided sequence
ak= lim
T  
1
2T |
T
&T
e&(2ik?{) !u(!) d!, k # Z, (39)
determines the Fourier coefficients of a {-periodic mild solution to Eq. (33).
As in Proposition 2, for Eq. (33) we will show that the uniform con-
tinuity follows readily from the boundedness of the mild solution u. In fact
we have
Proposition 3. Let (T(t)) t0 be a compact C0 -semigroup and let the
maps t [ F(t) # L(X), t [ f (t) # X be {-periodic and continuous. Moreover,
let u be a bounded mild solution to Eq. (33) on the whole line. Then it is
uniformly continuous.
Proof. We have to show that lim |t$&t|  0&u(t$)&u(t)&=0. Without loss
of generality we assume that t$t. By the compactness of (T(t))t0 , the
map T(t) is norm continuous for t>0. Hence, we have
lim
t$&t  0+
&u(t$)&u(t)& lim
t$&t  0+
&T(t$&t+{)&T({)& &u(t&{)&
+ lim
t$&t  0+ "|
t$
t&{
T(t$&!)[F(!) u!+ f (!)] d!
&|
t
t&{
T(t&!)[F(!) u!+ f (!)] d!"
 lim
t$&t  0+ "|
t$
t&{
T(t$&!)[F(!) u!+ f (!)] d!
&|
t
t&{
T(t&!)[F(!) u!+ f (!)] d!" . (40)
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On the other hand, by the exponential boundedness of the semigroup
(T(t))t0 and the boundedness of u, F, f,
lim
t$&t  0+ "|
t$
t&{
T(t$&!)[F(!) u!+ f (!)] d!
&|
t
t&{
T(t&!)[F(!) u!+ f (!)] d!"
 lim
t$&t  0+ "T(t$&t) |
t
t&{
T(t&!)[F(!) u!+ f (!)] d!
&|
t
t&{
T(t&!)[F(!) u!+ f (!)] d!"
+ lim
t$&t  0+ "|
t$
t
T(t$&!)[F(!)+ f (!)] d!"
 lim
t$&t  0+ "T(t$&t) |
t
t&{
T(t&!)[F(!) u!+ f (!)] d!
&|
t
t&{
T(t&!)[F(!) u!+ f (!)] d!". (41)
As shown in [TW, Lemma 2.5] the set {c T(’) F(t+’) ut+’ d’ is
precompact for every fixed positive c. From this follows easily the pre-
compactness of the set {0 T(’) F(t+’) ut+’ d’ and then that of the
set tt&{ T(t&!)[F(!) u!+ f (!)] d!. This and the strong continuity of
(T(t))t0 imply that
lim
t$&t  0+ "T(t$&t) |
t
t&{
T(t&!)[F(!) u!+ f (!)] d!
&|
t
t&{
T(t&!)[F(!) u!+ f (!)] d!"=0. (42)
Thus limt$&t  0+ &u(t$)&u(t)&=0. K
4. EXAMPLES
Let us consider the inhomogeneous parabolic equations of the form
dx
dt
+Ax=B(t) x+ f (t), t # R (43)
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and the homogeneous equations
dx
dt
+Ax=B(t) x, t # R, (44)
where A is sectorial in X, 0:<1, and t [ B(t) : R [ L(X: , X) is {-peri-
odic and Ho lder continuous (for more details see [He, p. 190]). Moreover,
assume that A has compact resolvent. Then the homogeneous equation
(44) generates an evolutionary process (T(t, s))ts with the following
property: T(t, s) is compact for all ts. Furthermore, if u is a bounded
solution, then it is uniformly bounded (for this one can apply [He,
Theorem 7.1.3]). Hence
Corollary 3. If Eq. (43) has a bounded solution u on the whole line,
then it has a {-periodic solution u0 whose Fourier coefficients are determined
by the formula
ak= lim
T  
1
2T |
T
&T
e&(2ik?{) !u(!) d!, k # Z. (45)
Proof. As uniform continuity follows from boundedness and the notions
of classical and mild solutions are the same, the proof is obvious from
Theorem 1. K
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